Abstract-Microprocessor industry has recently shifted towards multi-core to take advantage of the ever increasing number of transistors provided by the new technologies. Unfortunately, the multi-core approach does not allow single threaded applications to benefit from the additional cores to improve their execution time. Speculative multithreading (SpMT) has been proposed in the past to boost performance of irregular applications in multi-core environments. In this work, we study the main bottlenecks of these architectures, such as the memory behavior and the pre-computation slices and propose two novel schemes that allow SpMT to get 25% average speedup over single threaded execution.
INTRODUCTION
Using the ever-increasing number of transistors to improve instruction level parallelism nowadays shows diminishing returns at the expense of significant power increase. Thus, the industry and the academia are moving towards on-die multi-core systems where these additional transistors are used to exploit other types of parallelism like thread level parallelism.
Increasing the number of cores available on the chip augments the number of threads that can be run in parallel. Thus, parallel applications whose performance scale well with the number of threads can significantly benefit with these systems. However, non-parallel applications cannot take advantage of this multi-core approach because conventionally they execute in a single core.
Speculative Multithreading (SpMT) has been proposed in the past as a way to improve the performance of single threaded applications through speculative parallelization. In this paradigm, parallelization constraints are relaxed and the new parallel threads are data and control dependent among themselves. Speculative threads are spawned and executed in parallel as regular threads, but due to their speculative nature, they cannot modify the architectural state until the speculation is proved to be correct. Therefore, processors that are able to exploit speculative thread level parallelism include support for storing the speculative state until validation.
Previous proposals on speculative multithreading [2] [14] [18] [20] [21] [29] mainly differ on how speculative threads are selected and the way inter-thread data dependences are managed. The speculative threads can be generated by the compiler [12] or detected at run-time [16] . Code regions that can be speculatively parallelized are loop iterations, loop continuations, subroutines, modules or more complex schemes based on profiling. To handle inter-thread dependences there are several proposals like assuming no dependences, use of hardware/software value prediction [13] [15] , synchronization [26] or speculative loop fission [27] .
In spite of the promising potential of the SpMT architectures, the observed performance has been far from ideal. In this work, we focus on an architecture that assumes a simple spawning scheme, i.e. loop iterations using precomputation slices to early compute the dependent values among concurrent threads. For this architecture, we found that the poor memory behavior and the significant cost of pre-computation slices are two main bottlenecks among others, which cause the unexpectedly low performance. In this work we propose two profile guided techniques to alleviate the effect of these two bottlenecks:
• Selective Replication reduces the impact of cold caches and loss of locality in SpMT memory hierarchies, by replicating those cache lines which are expected to be reused with no extra hardware or increase in bus traffic.
• Slice Specialization reduces the cost of the precomputation slices by removing the predictable control flow computation. Overall, the two techniques improve the performance by an average of 25% over single thread on a 4-core CMP.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II explains the spawning model and the supporting architecture whose bottlenecks we explore. In the same section we also define pre-computation slices and the method to build them. In Section III we describe our experimental framework. In Section IV we study the various bottlenecks of the SpMT architecture. In Section V we discuss the Selective Replication technique. In Section VI we define our proposed technique of Slice Specialization and the results obtained using the technique. Finally, Section VII discusses some related work and Section VIII summarizes the main conclusions of this work.
II. SPECULATIVE MULTITHREADED ARCHITECTURES

A. Speculative Threads
SpMT architectures ( [2] [13] [20] among others) have been proposed as an execution model in which single threaded applications can be speculatively split into multiple threads. These threads can then be executed on multiple cores. By speculative execution we mean that the spawned threads may be data and/or control dependent on previous uncommitted threads. Hence, their execution may not be correct. In case of a dependence violation, the SpMT architecture squashes the violating thread. If the speculation turns out to be correct, the non-speculative thread validates its successor thread and then commits itself. After the commit the validated thread becomes the non speculative thread. The presence of one non-speculative thread in the system at any point in time guarantees forward progress of the overall system while correct thread speculation ensures added speedup.
A speculative thread in this model is identified by a SP-CQIP pair [14] , where SP stands for the Spawning Point, i.e. the instruction in the execution stream where the speculative thread's execution is triggered. CQIP stands for Control Quasi Independent Point, i.e. the instruction from which the speculative thread begins execution. The choice of these pairs strongly affects the performance achieved by the system [14] .
Figure 1(a) shows a single thread execution stream in which there is a data dependence between instructions I1 and I2. The same execution stream when executed in the SpMT execution model is shown in Figure 1(b) . When the execution reaches instruction SP, it spawns a new thread on a free Thread Unit (TU1). The new thread first executes a chunk of code called the pre-computation slice (p-slice for short) which computes all those values that are produced by the parent thread (Region B) and are required by the new thread (Region C). The values generated by the p-slice are stored in a special buffer called the slice buffer. In the example shown in Figure 1(b) , the p-slice produces the value needed by instruction I2. Once the p-slice finishes execution, the speculative thread starts executing instructions starting from CQIP. The speculative state of the thread is buffered in the local register file and the L1 data cache. For any input value that the speculative thread needs, it first checks if it has produced the value itself. Otherwise, it checks if it is available in the slice buffer. If not available in any of the local buffers (i.e. slice buffer, register-file or L1 Data cache), it then requests the value from its predecessor thread.
When the spawner thread reaches the CQIP, it validates the next speculative thread. For validation, the spawner thread compares the values read by the spawnee thread from the slice buffer to the ones produced by the spawner thread.
If the validation is correct, the spawner thread commits and the validated speculative thread becomes non-speculative. If the validation is wrong, the speculative thread and its successors are squashed and the spawner thread continues execution beyond the CQIP. If the spawner thread reaches the validation point while the spawnee thread is still executing the p-slice, then the spawnee thread is squashed and the spawner thread continues execution beyond the CQIP. In Figure 1 (b) when the non-speculative thread running on TU0 commits correctly, we see that the Region C has executed in parallel with the parent thread and hence improves the overall performance.
In the SpMT execution model, efficient handling of interthread dependences is very crucial for performance. In our terminology, we call those output values of a thread as live-ins which are used as inputs for threads that are more speculative than itself. In the example of Figure 1(b) , the value stored at address(x) is a live-in and instruction I1 is a Live Instruction. Previous works have proposed other schemes to deal with these dependences, e.g. synchronization mechanisms [21] , optimistic execution assuming no dependence, hardware value prediction [15] and speculative loop fission [27] . Synchronization can have a significant overhead if dependences are frequent as is the case for many irregular programs in the workloads presented here. Hardware Value Predictors (HVP) [19] exploit context information, e.g. value history, branch history, etc. to predict values. For this reason their accuracy suffers significantly when the immediate context information is missing as is the case with large speculative threads. Although HVPs perform relatively well for exploiting instruction level parallelism, their performance is severely limited in the context of speculative multithreading when threads can be large in size.
B. Pre-Computation Slice
A p-slice is a piece of code that is executed before a speculative thread in order to generate the live-ins needed by the thread. Next we describe how to construct a p-slice.
1) P-Slice Construction: The p-slice is built by the compiler from the Program Dependence Graph (PDG) [9] using profile information. There are two steps in constructing the p-slice: (a) Identifying the thread live-ins, and (b) Generating the p-slice. To identify the thread live-ins, the PDG is traversed top-down starting at the CQIP and marking all those register and memory values which are read without being written first. These values are the live-ins for the speculative thread. This is done for a certain length, which is same as the number of instructions that is expected to execute in parallel with the previous thread. As this number depends on the size of the p-slice, for simplicity we assume to be same as the number of instructions between the SP and CQIP. After the live-ins have been identified, the PDG is traversed bottom-up starting at the instructions which produce the live-ins directly. All the ancestor instructions are recursively traversed following the data and control dependence edges, as long as the instructions are below the SP in the program order. All the instructions traversed in this fashion comprise the p-slice. The process of p-slice construction is explained in the example shown in Figure 2 . In Figure 2 , instructions D4 and D6 (black nodes) produce the live-ins for the next thread starting at CQIP. To build the p-slice for the thread, beginning at CQIP, we include D4 and D6 into the p-slice and follow recursively their control and data dependences (denoted by the solid and dotted lines). Every instruction traversed is included in the p-slice. The instructions comprising the complete p-slice are denoted using the grey and black nodes.
2) P-slice Advantages: The P-slices offer many advantages over other proposals for handling inter-thread dependences. Since a p-slice is a subset of instructions from the original program, they compute the live-ins with a much higher accuracy than HVPs. It is useful at this point to compare p-slice model to speculative fission [27] , where the instructions which compute the dependencies are precomputed before spawning the speculative threads. In p-slice model, the slice does not update the architectural state. Hence, it is a pure overhead. On the other hand, in speculative fission, the instructions computing the dependencies are not re-computed and they directly update the architectural state.
At the first sight, p-slices seem very promising. However, we will see later, when we separate the set of instructions that compute the dependencies from those which do not, the left over thread size is usually too small to achieve any significant performance gain. In the case of p-slice based execution, since the slice is a speculative piece of code, we can apply very aggressive set of optimizations to reduce its size. In speculative fission, aggressive optimizations cannot be applied to the dependence computation as correctness has to be ensured. Using p-slices, in many cases we are able to extract parallelism out of threads where speculative fission does not provide any significant parallelism. The reason why a large part of the thread appears in the slice, as we will study more exhaustively in later sections, arises from the fact that integer programs have very complex control flows.
While p-slices are very promising, the performance achieved using p-slices built from the first principles (described in Section 2.2.1), which we call conservative or full slices, tend to be very poor. Figure 3 shows the speedups obtained from a SpMT execution on a 4-core CMP using conservative slices, over a single thread execution. It also shows the ideal case speedups using Amdahl's law for the same threads. Note that in some benchmarks (186.crafty and cjpeg) we even observe a slowdown over single thread execution. The ideal limit is less than 4 for some benchmarks because, due to limitations of the spawning scheme and the infrastructure (discussed later), we are unable to cover 100% of the execution in the selected threads. Nevertheless, Figure3 shows that on an average the performance of SpMT obtained using conservative p-slices is 150% less than the ideal limit. We identify and evaluate the different bottlenecks causing this performance gap in Section 4 and propose some techniques and future directions to address them.
III. EXPERIMENTAL FRAMEWORK
A. Thread Selection
In the spawning model assumed in our framework, we only consider program loops as potential thread candidates. We do this precisely because loops make up for most of the dynamic execution in a program. Since different iterations of the same loop mostly do similar work, they also tend to be more balanced in their execution length. Further, loops are well defined program structures and hence they simplify the thread analysis and the architecture design. We assume an inorder spawn model, which means the threads are spawned in the program order. To maintain the in-order spawn, we spawn the thread only at a single nesting level when the loops are nested. We choose the nesting level according to a cost benefit model based on the metric that we call Weight, Wl for the loop l, which is defined as follows: Where ThreadInstCount l and pSliceInstCount l denote the number of dynamic instructions executed in l and in the pslice of l respectively, across all iterations. Additionally, for every loop we also define another metric Resultant Weight, RWl which is defined as follows:
Where ěW l o and ěW l i refer to the sum of Weights of all the outer and inner loops of l respectively. Once we have the Resultant Weights of all the loops, we use the greedy algorithm shown in Figure 4 to select the final loop candidates. The algorithm in Figure 4 takes as input, the set of all loops L(N), where N is the total number of loops in the program and selects a subset. The inner loop in Figure 4 chooses the loop SL that has the maximum RW l and marks it as selected. Once a loop is selected, all its nested outer and inner loops including itself are marked as visited. If all the loops in the set L[N] are marked visited, the program exits or else it calls itself recursively. All the selected loop candidates have the selected field set. Once we have the loops selected, the sum of Weights of all the selected loops gives us an estimate of the benefit of the chosen loops. We call this the Program Weight:
We repeat this process several times with a different starting loop (L[0]) and choose the set which maximizes the WP . When the p-slices are optimized using the Slice Specialization, discussed later, we re-evaluate the selection procedure as different loops might have different amount of reduction in the size of their p-slices. The selection procedure aims to maximize the overall Program Weight. In our current spawning scheme we do not consider loops which include function recursivity. For some of the benchmarks, this limitation reflects the low coverage of the loops and hence the low Amdahl's limit in Figure 3 .
B. Evaluation Infrastructure
This section describes the infrastructure framework used for this work. For the purpose of this study we modified an SMTSIM [23] , an alpha ISA based execution driven simulator to run the SpMT execution model. Henceforth, we call the simulator as SpMTSIM. SpMTSIM simulates a 4-core CMP, where each core is a 4-issue out-of-order processor. The architectural configuration of the processor is described in Table 1 . We also developed a trace analyzer tool to build the Static Program Dependence Graph (PDG) of the whole program. This PDG is the same that a compiler would build using the profile data. From the information in the PDG, it generates the p-slice for each of the loop using the method described in Section 2.2.1. Using the algorithm described in the previous section a set of loops is selected. This set of loops with their slices is fed to SpMTSIM. We selected a set of programs from the SPEC2000 benchmark suite and Mediabench. The selected benchmarks are highly control-intensive single threaded programs. Conventional parallelizing compilers fail to discover any thread level parallelism in these programs. In cjpeg, djpeg and epicdec we simulate the complete program execution, whereas in others we fast forward 1 billion instructions before simulating 100 million instructions. The simulator executes Alpha binaries compiled with DEC-C Compiler using full (-O3) optimizations. 
1)
SpMT Memory Model: The Speculative Multithreading Execution model has very significant consequences for the memory architecture of a CMP. In this work we model a memory hierarchy similar to the Speculative Versioning Cache (SVC) design [11] . Each cache line has two pointers, pointing to the less and more speculative versions of the data contained in the cache line. The list consisting of cache-lines, connected by these pointers is called the Version Ordering List (VOL). Each cache line is also augmented with additional state bits called Load (L) bits for read-after-write conflict detection. Conflicts are detected at word boundaries and hence a cache line has as many L bits as it has words. As in SVC, each cache line also has as many Dirty (D) bits as number of words. When a thread reads a cache line without updating it, the L bit for the touched words are set. While, on a write to a cache line, the D bits of the touched words are set. Also, write-update message is sent to the successor threads. When a thread snoops a write-update message from a predecessor, it checks if it has a cache line corresponding to the VOL of the updated cache line. If it has, then it checks if the L bits for those words are set. If they are set, it implies the thread has read a value which has been later updated by a predecessor thread, implying a read-after-write dependence violation. In this case the violating thread and its successors are squashed.
2) Effect of SpMT Model on Memory
is not replaced between their execution, then I1 and I2 will cause a miss and hit in L1 respectively. In the SpMT model as in Figure 1 (b), since both instructions are executed in different cores, both of them will lead to L1 misses.
The loss of temporal locality is further exacerbated by the thread Commit and Squash events, unique to SpMT execution model. In a naive SpMT design, for every thread commit, the dirty cache lines are written to the next level cache, after which all the cache lines are invalidated. Similarly on a thread squash all the cache lines are invalidated as well. This gives rise to the problem of Cold Caches. This means that when a new thread is spawned, it starts with an empty cache and suffers lots of cache misses. To deal with this problem in the SVC design, additional state bits were added to the cache lines, namely the Commit(C), the Architectural (A) and the sTale (T) bits, one per cache line. When a thread commits, it sets the C bit in all the valid cache lines. This avoids the need to write the dirty lines to the next level cache. When a thread is squashed, the cache might contain data which is same as the non-speculative version of the data e.g. the squashed thread might have read the value from the L2 cache. On squash, the A bit is set in all the cache lines containing non-speculative data. This is done to indicate that the cache line has valid architectural version of the data. When a new thread is spawned the data in these lines are valid. The T bit is used to mark whether it is safe to use a committed line or not, since it might have become stale because a new version of the data has been produced. More details of this model are explained in the SVC design [11] . Figure 5 shows the cache hit ratios for the speculative threads and their p-slices for the memory model described in Section 4.1.1 (including the A and T bits), and the corresponding single thread execution. The cache hit-ratio for the p-slices is much lower than the speculative threads as the p-slice prefetches some of the cache lines which are needed by the speculative thread. It is important to note that the p-slice consists of data-flow chains of dependent instructions and hence there is very little ILP available in it. Since, the time the p-slice takes to execute determines the overall performance, it is important to explore mechanisms to speedup its execution. As Figure 5 shows, the hit ratio for the speculative threads and the p-slices is significantly lower than that of the single thread. This is primarily due to two reasons: (1) Cold caches (2) Loss of locality (both temporal and spatial) in speculative threads. Cold caches refer to the problem of empty caches with which speculative threads begin execution. Locality loss happens when the data accessed by successive threads access say the same cache line. In a single thread execution, such an access would cause a single cache miss at the first access, whereas in speculative multithreading, it will lead to cache misses in all the threads.
B. P-Slice Size
A p-slice for a live instruction is built by a backward traversal of the Program Dependence Graph (PDG) of the static program starting from the live instruction up to the Spawning Point instruction as explained in section 2.2.1. Figure 6 shows the PDG of a typical p-slice. The instructions in a p-slice can be categorized into two types: (a) those which actually participate in the actual flow of data leading to the live instruction, and (b) those which help in determining the control flow. Note that these two categories are not necessarily mutually exclusive. However, for ease of understanding we include the instructions which are common to both categories as only part of the former type. In the Figure 6 , the nodes colored in black actually compute the live-ins needed by the thread. The ones in grey are used for computing the control flow within the slice. In an ideal scenario, where the control flow of the program can be correctly determined, the instructions needed for control flow computation can be safely removed without affecting the correctness of the slice outcome. We refer to the slice without the control-flow instructions as the Pure Data Slice.
Figure 5: Cache-Hit Ratios with SVC Cache
Following the same terminology, the first slice that contains all the necessary instructions (data and control) is referred to as the Full Slice. For our purposes we define Slice Quality (SlcQual) as the p-slice length relative to the thread length, where length can be defined in terms of number of instructions or number of execution cycles. Figure 7 shows the Slice Quality in terms of instruction count for the selected programs. Each bar represents the size of the full slice relative to the size of the thread. Also each full slice size is broken into the fraction which consists of the data slice and those which are needed only to compute the control flow. As can be seen in Figure 7 the fraction of slice instructions which are needed to compute only the control flow is very significant. We propose a technique called Slice Specialization to exploit this characteristic of the slices in order to reduce the size of the slice. We discuss the technique in more detail in the next section. Figure 8 shows the speedup over single thread of the SpMT execution with full slices and the SVC model (leftmost bar) and the Amdahl's limit (rightmost bar). The bar in the middle shows the performance potential assuming no dependences between threads and perfect memory for speculative threads. As we can see there is a significant performance gap between the obtained with full slices and the potential benefit. Memory and how dependences are handled can save almost half of the way. The other half of this loss can be attributed to other factors such Workload Imbalance and Spawning Scheme among others.
C. Other Factors
In SpMT execution, threads executing on different cores take different amount of execution time. When this happens, a speculative thread might reach its CQIP before its parent thread has validated it. Hence, the speculative thread has to wait till its parent validates it.
In several benchmarks, free cycles constitute a large fraction of the total cycles, i.e. the Thread Units are not running any thread at all. This is surprising given that the selected loops have a high coverage for some benchmarks, e.g. the loops in epicdec account for 99% of the total dynamic instructions. This can be attributed to the loops having a low trip count (number of iterations per invocation). Further, during the time when the sequential portion of the program is being executed by the non-speculative Thread Unit, the other cores remain idle. This accounts for a substantial fraction of the free cycles in some benchmarks where our loop candidates have a low coverage due to the limitations of our spawning scheme. Also, our spawning scheme does not handle loops calling themselves through recursive routines and those which are non-natural (loops with multiple entries) [17] .
To address the problem of free cycles due to low trip count loops, the simple spawning scheme that we have employed needs modification. For loops where the iteration size is significant but have low trip count, loops could be chunked [18] into smaller threads, instead of spawning threads at loop boundaries. However, to do this automatically it needs more sophisticated compiler analysis. We intend to explore the techniques to solve workload imbalance and improving the spawning scheme in our future work.
V. SELECTIVE REPLICATION
Previously proposed techniques to improve the memory locality in SpMT architectures can be classified into two categories: the ones that propose additional state bits in the cache lines to identify data that is retained across thread executions [11] ; and those which attempt to snoop the bus for data used by other threads and replicate them in special local buffers [13] .
We propose a new technique called Selective Replication (SR) that is built over the SVC architecture. It belongs to the latter category as mentioned above. Unlike [13] , instead of replicating every data available on the bus, the compiler is responsible for selectively identifying the memory operations for which replication is done. Using profile information, the compiler inserts a hint in all those static memory instructions whose data, if replicated is likely to benefit the memory locality across the threads. We call these instructions as load_all and store_all instructions or as mem_all collectively.
If the execution of a load_all instruction causes a L1 miss, the cache-request encodes the information that the requesting instruction is a load_all. When the requested data is available on the bus, the active as well as the idle cores snoop the bus and replicate the cache line in their respective local L1-caches. In the case of store_all instructions causing a L1 miss, only the threads which are more speculative than the requesting thread replicate the cache line. If the line to be replaced, in order to store the replicated data is dirty, then no replication is done. In the case of a L1 hit, no replication is done as well. Since, replication is only done when lines are brought from L2 and we use snoop-based bus architecture, selective replication does not increase the bus traffic or the bus contention. Figure 9 shows the overall Cache Hit Ratios for different The middle bar shows the hit ratios with our SR scheme and the rightmost bar shows the hit ratios with perfect replication, (i.e. using an unbounded sized structure for replicate everything). We see that with our SR scheme the hit ratio improves by an average of 4.1%. Figure 10 shows the speedups of SpMT using SVC, SR and PR memory types over single thread execution, using an oracle branch predictor (to remove the effect of branch prediction) and full slices. SR outperforms by an average of 6% the SVC model while a perfect replication would help improve the performance by an average of 7%. Improvement in memory affects the performance of speculative thread more than the p-slice, since the thread has higher ILP than the p-slice. This increases the ratio of execution time of the p-slice vs. the thread. In the case that the non-speculative thread reaches the CQIP while the spawnee thread is still executing the p-slice, the spawnee thread is squashed. This increase in the number of squash explains the fall in performance in epicdec in spite of the increase in cache-hits due to replication. Table 2 , we show the percentage of memory instructions which are converted into load_all and store_all instructions. The second column shows the percentage of all static memory instructions which are load all or store all i.e. in which the extra hint bit is encoded. The third column shows the corresponding percentage of all dynamic memory instructions which act as load_all or store_all i.e. those which cause replication
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VI. SLICE SPECIALIZATION
We plan to reduce the slice size by removing the instructions that compute part of the control flow which is easily predictable by hardware control flow predictors like branch predictors. A p-slice is a speculative piece of code, so if the control flow prediction is incorrect, the thread can be squashed without affecting correctness. We propose Slice Specialization as a technique to create specialized slices for the different possible control flows inside the slice. We define a branch as prunable when its predictability is above a certain threshold, determined using profiling. Slice Specialization aims to remove these branches and the instructions needed to compute them. By predicting the prunable branches we split the slice along the taken and nottaken paths. The slices obtained in this manner are called Specialized Slices. Consequently, for every thread there are multiple specialized slices instead of one full slice. At run time using a hardware control flow predictor, we select the specialized slice to fetch the slice instructions from.
By predicting the control flow taken in the slice, not only the instructions needed for control flow computation can be removed but also those live instructions and their slices which do not appear in the selected path. In preparing specialized slices, there might be multiple prunable branches, which form a binary-tree like structure with the first prunable branch of the thread at its root. In our terminology we refer the specialized slices as Pruned Slices. In this work we only take into account those slice branches for pruning which are executed only once per execution of the slice i.e. branches which are part of inner loops or recursive routines are not included. Techniques to prune multiple dynamic instances of the same static branch will be explored in our future work Figure 11 illustrates the Slice Specialization technique used over the slice that was earlier shown in Figure 6 . Figure Assume that B1 is a prunable branch; we can safely remove B1 and all those instructions which are only used for its computation. This gives rise to two specialized slices as shown in Figure 11 (b) and (c). In the original full slice depending on whether B1 is taken or not-taken, we need to execute 9 and 13 instructions respectively. On the other hand, if we execute the specialized slices, we execute 6 and 10 instructions respectively.
A. Slice Predictor
As a consequence of Slice Specialization, when a new thread is spawned, a hardware slice predictor predicts the most likely to be executed slice from a pool of pruned slices. One possible way to implement the Slice Predictor is by predicting the set of prunable branches in succession. The outcomes of these branches are used to generate a bitvector (Uid) which uniquely identifies the specialized slice. The Uid is then used to generate an address in memory where the corresponding specialized slice is stored. Unlike for the thread, for which we use the gshare branch predictor, we use a local Bi-modal branch predictor for predicting the slice. The reason for this selection is that the gshare predictor works by exploiting the correlation between consecutive branches preceding the branch, but the branches which are predicted by the Slice Predictor are not consecutive and hence not necessarily strongly correlated. Figure 12 shows that a 2K entry Bi-modal predictor outperforms a gshare predictor with the same size by an average of almost 60% when it is used to predict the pruned slices. We assume a cost of one cycle per branch predicted.
The spawner thread records the final outcome of the predictable branches while executing the thread into a new bitvector. This is communicated to the spawnee thread at the validation time for updating the branch-predictor table used by the p-slice predictor. When the spawner thread commits, it checks those values that have been read from the Slice Buffer. If the values read were correct, the spawner commits or else it squashes the spawnee thread and its successors..
B. Results
In this section we present the evaluation of our slice specialization technique. Using branch profiling we identify the prunable branches. This is done by selecting all those branches whose hit ratio is above a certain threshold. For the experiments in this work, a threshold of 80% was enough to predict the slices correctly. As for thread candidates, in our current spawning scheme we are unable to handle nonnatural loops and those which execute themselves recursively. This limits the coverage we are able to attain for some of the benchmarks (as evident from the low Amdahl's limit in Figure 3 compared to the ideal speedup value of 4). Nevertheless, the benefits obtained in the part of the program we are able to parallelize shows the effectiveness of our scheme. Extending our scheme to work with recursive loops will be part of our future work. Figure 13 shows the speedups obtained using different kinds of slices, namely, the Full Slice, Pruned Slice and Data Slice over a single threaded execution, using SVC Cache. On an average, the Slice Specialization technique achieves 18% performance improvement over single thread execution, with some benchmarks benefiting up to 40%. Compared to statically build full slices, our scheme achieves an average of 9% performance gain with some benchmarks benefiting up to 12% (epicdec). In 186.crafty we suffer a slowdown because less than 25% of the total execution is in our selected loops (since our spawn model does not handle recursion and non-natural loops). Further the selected loops in 186.crafty have a very low trip-count, deteriorating any improvement that could be achieved by SpMT execution. Even in 186.crafty we see an improvement by 10% in the speedup of the pruned slice over the full slice execution. The speedups for the Data Slice show the ideal performance that could be achieved if all the control flow computation in the p-slice could be removed. In our future work we plan to extend Slice Specialization to work for those predictable branches of the p-slice which appear in inner loops and recursive routines. This would further reduce the gap between our current performance benefits and the performance limits using Data slice.
We compare the effectiveness of our technique with Mitosis [10] which is the state of the art scheme for speculative multithreading using p-slices. In Mitosis every dynamic instance of a static thread executes the same static slice which is obtained by pruning the highly biased branches from the conservative (full) slice. Unlike Mitosis, our scheme is capable of pruning predictable branches which already include the biased branches as they are always highly predictable. It is important to note that though in Mitosis the thread selection is not limited to loop structures, the Slice Specialization technique is orthogonal to the selection scheme. The technique can be employed for any static thread Slice generated from Mitosis scheme performs well only when the slice has a significant number of highly biased branches and the single pruned static slice obtained by pruning those branches covers a high percentage of the total threads. For every thread, the single most used pruned slice (slice h ) is a close approximation to the corresponding Mitosis slice. Figure 14 shows the number of distinct specialized slices needed to correctly generate the live-ins for all the threads. We note that for some of the very control intensive benchmarks like 176.gcc and 186.crafty the slice h is correct only for 60% and 53% of the total threads respectively. Our scheme also adapts very well when the branches are not only completely biased but highly predictable. Hence, it generates smaller slices even when the program is very control intensive. We observe that with 5 pruned slices on average we are able to cover more than 90% of the threads across all benchmarks. Figure 15 shows the speedup gains of Slice Specialization over Mitosis, assuming a SVC based cache and a bimodal slice predictor. From Figure 15 we expect significant improvements in speedup using Slice Specialization in 176.gcc, 186.crafty and epicdec, since these benchmarks have low coverage using slice h . For 186.crafty, 164.gzip and epicdec the performance improvements are up to 12%. By contrast, we do not see significant improvement for 176.gcc (2.19%), because even after pruning, the p-slices are significantly large. Hence, the threads get squashed as the spawner thread catches up with the spawnee thread while it is still executing the p-slice. This fact is observed in Figure 7 where the pure data slice for 176.gcc is still about 55% of the thread size. Finally, Figure 16 shows the speedups of our combined proposal of Slice Specialization and Selective Replication over full slices using SVC cache. We see that our combined techniques improve the performance by an average of 15% over full slices using SVC, and an average of 24% over single thread execution.
VII. RELATED WORK
Speculative Multithreading has been the subject of research for many years and several architecture and compiler techniques have been proposed to support this execution paradigm. Multiscalar [20] was one of the earliest and pioneering proposals. Speculative threads were extracted statically by analyzing the Control Flow Graph and taking care of the dependencies with the help of the compiler [24] .
Many of the works have specifically focused on extracting the speculative threads based on various program structures like loops [12] , subroutines [3] and loop and subroutine continuations [5] [28] . Helper threads are built in similar fashion to p-slices for speculative threads but they differ in their purpose. Helper threads are used to prefetch long latency load data or predict hard to predict branches. Due to the potentially higher impact of a misspeculation in case of speculative threads, the p-slices are built to deliver higher accuracy than helper threads.
Agarwal et al [1] make use of postdominators [17] in the program CFG to spawn speculative threads Program Demultiplexing(PD) [3] is a recent proposal that employs program slices (handlers) to predict some of the input values and the control flow between the spawning point and the spawned thread, while waiting for the rest of the inputs to be produced, at which point the thread is spawned. Mitosis [10] on the other hand uses program slice for producing all the input values and the control flow. As we saw in our evaluation that the control flow computation comprises a major fraction of the slice. Slices used in PD would be prohibitably large when they intend to exploit distant parallelism. Further, since threads used in PD are subroutines they also tend to be inherently load imbalanced than loops. Mitosis proposal is similar to our proposal but differs in the way the slices are generated and executed. 
VIII. CONCLUSIONS
We have identified the main bottlenecks of the p-slice based SpMT architecture, such as Cold Caches, loss of locality, p-slice size, workload imbalance, and spawning scheme limitations.In this paper we proposed two techniques to alleviate the negative impact of two most important bottlenecks i.e. loss of memory locality and large p-slice sizes. Selective Replication improves the memory locality using simple profiling by the compiler and achieves performance close to that of a perfect replication. In addition, we proposed Slice Specialization reduces the overhead of pslices used by the architecture, by selectively removing predictable branches from the p-slice and the instructions which are needed to compute these branches. This technique generates different slices for all the possible paths determined by the predictable branches. Using the specialized slices and selective replication, we notice a 25% average improvement in performance over a single thread execution. The benefits over conservative slices using the conventional SVC cache are on average 15%. Also, the slice specialization technique gives a performance benefit of 4% on average over static branch pruning based on biased branches. Besides, the various other bottlenecks discussed in this paper point to possible directions of future research on improving performance of speculative architectures
